Phase Locked Loop Primer and
Application to Digital European
Cordless Phone
The Author reviews the standard *for the Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT)
and illustrates it with the design of a phase locked loop emphusizing critical design
areas such us lock time, sideband 1-cjection and phase noise effects.
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ECT is (3 coiiiimon air (1%ireles\) mndard proposed m d &ytcd by the Cui opem Telccoinmunication Staiidards Institute (LTSI) It describes a point to point 01 multipoint cyqtein to ‘ifford
voicc or data c~tniiiu~iicatioiis
in thc 1800- 1 900 MHz
frequency range Applications for DCCT include residcntial cordlcss phones. \4 neless I’BX and local area networks (LANs)
The standard can be described broadly as having two
parts, the physical part and the network part. The pliysical layer includes frainc structure, timing. data 1-ate.slot
assignment and voice coding, along with expected bit
crror rate performance. l‘hc network layer includes the
nicthod of call setup aiid tcar-down as well as the control rcquireinents necessary to allow this multi-party,
tiiiic-division-tniiltiple-access (TDMA) link to remain
colicrent. This control includes dyiiaiiiic user identificatioii and partitioning on a fiecluency/slot basis as well as
clianncl iiioiiitoring to avoid collisioiis aiid maintain link
integrity. Finally, call handoff is also supportcd by the
specification.
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DECT Frame Stmctziw and Titning
SW

The DECT standard dividcs the available frequency
allocation into ten channels numbcred 0 through 9, channel 9 being the lowest frequency. The data ratc is 1152
kb/s with a bandwidthibit-time (bt) product of 0.5. The
modulation schemc is Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying
(GMSK). Each RF channel is further dividcd into 12
time division multiple access (TDMA) chmnels. The
KF channel spacing is 1728 KHz. Figiirc 1 shows the
DECT frame structure, and Table 1 lists the DbCT frequencies, assuiiiiiig the use of low side injected mixers.
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Field Definition\:
SW - SyncWord 32 bits
SD - LAP-D Signalling Data 64 bins
Spcech - 320 bits
CD - Colli\ion Detect 4 bits
GS - Guard Spacc 52.08 us
Figure 2. DECT Slot Structure.

Franic Sttwture Effects on PLL Lock Time

-I-

Handset Rx

From the frame tinling can be inferred the rcquircinents
oftlie phase locked loop (PLL) local occillalor. First note
that the base station is called in DFCT terms the mdio
fixed pur-t (RFP). It can direct the rzrdiio por-table prrt
(KPP) or handsct to park on any particular RF channel
and slot. This defines the tnininium usable frequency
range over which the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
must opcrate.
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---Figure 1. DECT Franze Sttwchirc.
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Tuhle 1. DECT freqiieiicieq.

Operation of the system can be visualized by considering Figure 1. This type of chaiincl access is referred to
time division duplexitime division multiple access (TDDI
TDMA). Onc half the time is spent in the receivc modc
whilc the other half is spent transmitting. In eithcr mode
each user shares the availablc channel bandwidth with
II
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A bit level kiew ofthe frame structure is shown in Figure 2. The bit time is 868 nanoseconds. The guard time
allows a sufficient interval for the transmitter output
power to subside, preventing leakage into the next slot.
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For discussion purposes assuinc that this PLL is being
used in a synthesizer that is low side itijecting the first
local oscillator in a RPP receiver. The sweep range of
thc VCO inust be ( 1 728 KHz) x ( 10- 1 ) = 15.552 MHz.
This sweep range for a 110.592 MHz first IIF would
tlicn allow the VCO to rim from a low frequency of
1771.200 MHz to 1786.752 M117. High tier I'LL solutions would allow this frequency range to be traversed
on consecutivc slots during the guard time of 5X.08 microseconds.
A more coininon approach used to simplify the design
and thus reduce the cost of the PLL is to allow for what
is tcrined I hlind.clo/ operotion. In this modc the I'LL is
given 1 full slot time. 416 microseconds, to acquire and
lock to the directed channel. Obviously in this scheme
the slot time being ~isedto lock the PLL is not available
for use during this real time slot assignment process.
Since the slot is not available it can not be s n i f i d for
traffic and thus is hliizd to the IIPP. Any detrimental effects of the schemc ai-c iiiiniini7rcl hy t h e f i 3 c - t th:it t h e
blind slot is distributed throughout all the slots on an
ongoing basis. As always, when you sacrifice properly
you gain something in return, in this case a reduction in
loop bandwidth requirement; since we can take longer
to lock the loop. This reduces the noise contribution of
the loop to the system's 1iF noise base. Another advantage gained is in the reduction o l sideband spurs as a
result of the lower loop bandwidths.
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PLL Implementation

(1)

PLL Block Diugmm
The closed loop block diagram of the conventional PLL
is shown in Figure 3. The blocks that make up the transfer hnction are: Kd(s): the phase detector gain constant,
given in either amps or volts per radian. F(s): the low
pass loop filter transfer function given in volts/volt. Kv/
s: the VCO transfer function, in radiandsecholt. The 1/
s function denotes a pure integrator, as phase is the integral of frequency and 1/N is the divide ratio
used to scale down the VCO frequency to a value usable and/or comparable to the reference oscillator.

Kd F(s) Kv

S N

The transfer function (I in versus V out) of the filter
network or its impedance is found using Equation 2.
(2) Z(S) = (R II 1 / C 2 ~ ) + l/ClS

Rearranging and simplifying yields
1
(3)

+

tls

c1 s

=

1

1

+

t2s

which describes a lead/lag network with a pole at the
origin having t 1 = r(c1 +c2) and t2 = r(c2). Referring to
the loop block diagram G(s)H(s) call be written in the
form of Equation 4.

")

I

G(s)H(s) =

-

Kd Kv (1 + t l s )
N 8 (Cl 8) (1 + t28)

Kd Kv
c1 N

g2

1
1

+ tls
+ t28

I /N

which, when expanded yields Equation 5.
Figure 3. PLL Block Diagram.

+ Kd Kv tl s

Kd Kv

The Loop Filter

(5)

With the exception of F(s), the loop blocks shown above
are all fixed by the hardware devices chosen. For example, the Kd(s) specification of the synthesizer made
by our firm is defined once the phase detector current is
programmed via an external resistor. Likewise the VCO
and 1/N functions all are essentially defined, given a particular vendor's VCO and divide ratio according to the
reference frequency chosen. The loop filter has the primary function of adjusting the loop dynamics, i.e. locktime, loop bandwidth, and spurious suppression. For this
design a loop filter as shown in Figure 4 will be used.

As can be seen, this has a 3rd order s term, along with
two purely factorable (distinct) integrating s terms. This
type of system is classified as a type 2 third order (t230)
loop. Substituting s= jw, Equation 4 now becomes Equation 6:

ci

N +s2

ci

N

which is the'more common form used to perform a Bode
analysis.

Choosing the Lock Time
The method proposed to determine the lock time for a
T230 loop is to use theT220 loop damping curves. Since
a T230 system with a 45 degree phase margin will be
well damped, a choice of wnt = 8 yields lab results which
correlate well with those given by mathematical computation. An approximation of the required loop bandwidth to meet a T230 45 degrees phase margin system
is described by Equation 7.

Figure 4. Type 2 Third Order Loop Filter.

The open loop transfer function of this loop is given in
Equation 1, in which G(s) is the feed forward path gain
and H(s) is the feedback path gain. The product G(s)H(s)
is used to predict loop stability and the quantity
e-.
I
to check the lock time.
1
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G(s)H(s)
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(7)

BW(Hz)

8
- (lock time) ( 2 ) (Pi)

As noted, the lock time for a I blind spot system must
be less than or equal to 4 16 microseconds. The approach
used in this design will be to lock in approximately half
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this allowed time, about 200 microceconds. to allow
plenty of safety margin. As an initial design, sclcct the
loop bandwidth to be 6600 ITz This n i l 1 yield the required lock time.

The loop filter design is straightforu.ard, The method
is a iniiior adaptation of the approach presented in [ 11,
Lvhcreiii t 1 is rcplaced by C 1. In this approach the loop
0 dB crossing point, or the loop bandwidth as defined
for type two third order systems, is forced to be coincident with the phase inflection point, in the present case
45 degrees. The principal equations used to define the
loop filter time constants are:

1
G(s)H(s)

+

1

by the worst case frequency
step function while in the frequency domain, and then
plot the I~iverseLaplace Transform to show the time domain response of the loop to this wurst case perturbation. For DECT this perturbation corresponds to 15.5 I5
MI Iz, or '95.322 kradians/sec at the phase dctcctor input. I t 1 the frequency domain this perturbation corrcsponds to a-

1

S2

type function with a magnitude of95,322

radiatw'scc.

Where 00 is the 0 dB crossing point ofthe loop's magnitude (not the 3 d13 point), i n this case 6600 Hz. The
program shown in Appendix A calculates all of thc L a l ues above when supplied with the appropriatc loop constants. For a 6600 Mz loop bandwidth, thc Following values arc spccil'icd: t l =%US.12 = lOuS, aiid C1 = 0.046uE
The \slue of R and C1 are solvcd using a simultaneous
equation \h:ith two unknowns as fd1ou.s:
(8) R x

.046 UF + R (c2)= 58us,and r (C2)= 10 us

Solving cquatioii 8 for R a i d C2 yields K = 1043 ohms
aiid C2 = 9.5811F, approximately = .Old-. When these
\ d u e s are used in the circuit of Figiirc 4 the loop filter
transfer fiinction F( s) becomes
(1
(9)

.046 x

+ jw

58 x

s (1

+ jw

10 x

and thc o\ crall open loop traiisfer function \\ ith N =
1025, Kv 1.256637 x 10 -8 rdiaiis scc volt aiid Kd =
270.56 x 1 0-6ainps radim bccoiiics
270.56 lom61.256637 10' (1
(10)

w2

1025 .046

(1

+ jw

+ jw

58 10 6,

10

A Bode plot oftliis Function is shown in Figures 5 and
6. Note the 0 db crossing point at approxiinately 6600
IIz and thc 45 degree phase margin.

The results of this multiplication after simplification
are ( I1 )

+

95332 (0.00004715
33999.6

+

1.97198 s

+

4.715 x lO-'Os)

0.0000471 5 s2

t

4.715 x

s3

Taking the ILT of Equation 1 I yields
112)

Having completed the initial loop design. it is possible
to simulate the lock time of the PLL. To test the lock
time multiply the quantity
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5.54786
e40816.2 t

0.220077 Sin[29849.7 t ]
,29591.9

t

Cos[29849.7 t ] - 0.991364 Sin[29849.7 t l )
5.54786 (
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e29591.9 t

,29591.3

t

this allowed time, about 200 microseconds, to allow
plciity of safety margin. As an initial design, select the
loop bandwidth to be 6600 Hz. This will yield the required lock tinie.

Filter. Design
The loop filter decign is ctraightforwdrd The method
ic a minor adaptation of the approach presented in [ I ] ,
wherein t 1 is replaced by C 1 In this approach the loop

0 dB crossing point, or the loop bandwidlh as defined
for type two third order systems, is forced lo be coiiicident with the phasc inflection point, in the present casc
45 dcgrccs The principal equations used to dcfinc the
loop filter tiiiie constaiits arc.

1
G(s)H(s)

+

1

by the worst case frcqucncy
step function while in the frequency domain, and then
plot the Invcrsc Laplacc Transform to show the tiine domain rcsponsc of the loop to this worst casc pcrturbatioii. For DEC'T this perturbation corresponds to 15.515
MHL, or 95.322 Itraclians/sec at the phase detector input. In the frcqucncy domain this perturbation correI

spoiids to a 7 type function with a magnitudc of95,322
S

raciians/sec.

Whcrc coo is the 0 dB crossing point of thc loop's inagnitiidc (not the 3 dB point), in this case 6600 Hz. The
prograin shown in Appendix A calculates all of the values abovc whcn supplied with the appropriate loop cotistaiits. For a 6600 Hz loop bandwidth, the following values are specified: t 1 = 5XuS, t2 = 1 OuS, and C: 1 = 0.046uF.
The value of K and (11 are solved using a simultaneous
equation with two unl<nowns as follows:
(8) R x .046 UF + R (c2)

58us,and r (C2) = 10 us

Solving equation X for R and C2 yields R = 1043 ohms
and c'2 = 9.58nF, approximatcly - .0 1 LIEWlieii these
values are used i n the circuit of' Figure 4 the loop filter
transfer function F(s) becomes
(1
(9)

-046 x

+ jw

58 x

s (1

+ jw

10 x

and the overall open loop transfer function vvith N 1025, Kv 1.256637 x 10 -* radians/sec/volt and Kd
270.56 x
ampdradian becomes
270.56

!I 0)

1.256637 10' (1

w2 1025 -046

(1

+ jw

58

+ j w 10

A Bode plot ofthic function is chou7n i n Figures 5 and
6. Note the 0 db crowing point at approxirnatcly 6600
I Iz and the 45 degree phase margin.

Sinz LLIN ting Lock Timc>
Having completed the initial loop design, it is possible
to simulate the lock time of the PLL. To test the lock
tirnc inultiply the qumtity
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l'he results of this multiplication after simplification
are (1 1)

+

95332 (0.00004715
33999.6

+

1.97198 s

+

4.715 x lO-'Os)

0.00004715 s2

t

4.715 x

s3

Taking the ILT of Equation 11 yields
(12)
5.54786

0.220077 Sin[29849.7 t]

e40816.2 t

e29591.9 t

Cos[29849.7 t]
5'54786 (
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e29591.9

t

-

0.991364 Sin[29849.7 t])
e29591.9

t

or lesser extent common to all state of the art synthesiz- of an RC low pass section or pole. This pole will be
ers. The loop designer's job is to reduce the level of the adjusted to bring the spur level to better than -70 db besideband spins by proper filtering of the current s o ~ ~ r c -low tlie I'LL fundamcntal. Accordingly an additional 15
inglsinking output.
dB 01- better of attenuation is required referciiccd to 1728
kt lz. The cutoff fi-eqiiency of this network is deteriiiined
Thc first analysis step begins witli a measurement of by
the spur current being delivered to a loop in the locked
Fr
Fc 2
condition. The typical value for this currcnt for a rcfereiice frequency of 100 ItHz is 141 iiA riiis. Notc that this
current is proportional to tlie square of tlie reference (i.c.
a 10 kHz referelice would yield 1.41iih rims of spur current). liitegratiiig this current with the loop filtcr traiisu heie attn 1 5 the additional attenuation required. Setfer function, we can develop a voltage which when ap- ting attn equal to 19 75 to make the composite attenuaplied to the VCO at tlie reference frequency rate. will tion greater than -70 dB yields Fc - 178.6 k1Iz. Stanfrequency tnodulate the VC'O. Since the magnitude of dard coiiipoiient \ aliics of 270 ohms and 3300 pF \+111
this voltage and its rep rate are known, we can use the sufficc. The complete loop filter is s l i o 1
~1in Figure 8
transfer function of the VCO (k1z;volt) and a calculated
Pdout ( f r o m t l C 14520 1)
modulation index together with first order Bessel funcR2
(To VCO control pin)
tions to approximatc the level of the sidebands. The
T
I
b
analysis proceeds as follows. We need the rms value of
the current at tlie reference frcqucncy of 1728 kHz. This
corresponds to

R1tsc2
i':
c1

2

1728

lo

I

x 141 x lo-' = 42.10 uA

Next compute the impedance of the loop filter at the
reference frequency

The pre and post spur filter photos ai-c shown in Figures 9 through 12

j 2 pi 1 7 2 8 ~ 1 =0 0.08851
~
- j 11.612

and then compute the magnitude of tlie this \,slue, approximately equal to 1 1.61 2 ohms. The value of thc w l t age (\vhich will drive the VCO to create the sidebands)
resulting from the spur current and this magnitude of
impedance is 488.8 uvolts. With this value established it
is iiow possible to compute a tnodulation index (p) as

B=

T

468.8 x
% 20 %
2 % 1728 x lo3

lo6 =

0.00282922

Since the modulation iiidcx is less than 0.2 thc aniplit i d e of tlie first set of sidcbands or tlie J( I ) I3esscl function equals pi2 or 0.00 14 136 I . This number is i n units
of voltage. converting it to p o w r ,
Sideband attenuation = 20 log(0.00141461)= -56.98dB

With this value of attenuation we are very close to meeting our worse case requirernent of-5X. 16 dB. Kecall that
the receiver side specification was niuch easier to meet.
In order to guarantee enough margin the loop will be
modified to include an additional spur filter i n the form
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The next analysis is the closed loop divider contribution to phase noise. Thc CMOS process is generally characterized by a fixed numerical value (in the range of 150 to -170 dBc/Hz) assigned to additive phase noise
that is flat over frequency. For now let S(div) be equal to
-160 dBc/Hz; the divider noise contribution is then
- 1 60

(IY) Soutdiv(f) = 10 Log(l0 l o

([GTR] 1025)2)

which is ploltcd over frequency in Figure 19.

The last singular noise contributor is the open and closed
loop VCO phase noise. As before, we need to develop a
polynomial that describes the phase noise contour of the
VCO based upon some sample data points obtained from
the VCO data sheet. These data points are as follows:
(10,-12.5),(100,-46),(1000,-76),(10000,-~5),(100000,1 13),(I O O O O O 0 , - 133). Supplying thcse points to
Mathematica'T"' and requesting a second order fit yields
Yz22.25 37.9375 f + 2.0625 f'.

-

A plot of this function is shown in Figure 2 1.

Freq. iHz)
Figure 19. C l o d loop divider phase noise plot.

1 e6
Freq. IHr)

Notice the essentially flat rcspoiise out to the loop bandwidth whereupon the response drops at -40 dB/decade.
We can now cvaluate the voltage regulator's effects on
phasc noise. Essentially the phase noise added by the
regulator is a function of the rins regulation of the supply specified over some frequency range, the pushing
factor of the VCO usually denoted K/?zish in MHdvolt
and (iFM, the FM response of the loop.
12 0)

Figure 21. Open I ( J oVCO
~ phase noise plot.

Thc closed loop response is evaluated by plotting Equation 21 (Figure 22).

Note the multiplication by two because we are evaluata double sideband noise contour.

iiig

Soutregcf) = 10 LogUKpush

nreg

(fmax-fmin f

1

f [GFMl2)

Note that Kpush is assumed to be locked in due to other
factors in the design, i.e. sensitivity and cost. With nrcg
= 200 uvolts rim and Kpush = 2 MIIz/volt, a plot of
Equation 20 yields Figure 20.

Freq. CHr)

Figure 22. Closed loop VCO p1ia.w noise plot.

The overall noise performance of the loop can now be
ascertained by combining all the contributors of phase
noise. This is done by plotting Equation 22.
Freq (Hz)
F i g i r e 20. C7owCl I(JOPwgiilafor phase noise plot.
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(22, Souttot =

to

iao

lClclCl
100170 100000
Frrq. [HE)
Figirre 23. C o ~ ~ p o s icloverl
te
loop phave mite plot.

ic6

The phase noisc contour shown i n Figure 23 can now
be iisccl to cvaluate the effects ol'phasc noisc on the signal to noise ratio of the system. The phase noise curve is
divided into three line scgmcnts, with an appropriatc
equation fitted to each. The eyuations for this contour
are:
Segment 1 (10to 1318 Hz)

0.112299 f2 -1 6.7369 f - 19.3754
Segment 2 (131 8 to 4897 Hz)

-3.31263 f2 + 40.4992 f - 164.678
Segment 3 (5000 to 6OOKHz)

-0.344472f2- 18.2732f

+ 12.8041

Note that thcsc equations, as i n previous curve fitting.
assume that the Log( f), in this case freyuency. is used as
the actual variable value. Intcgi-atingthese equations over
their respective fi-equency rangc and summing the results as 10 LOG (a + b + c ) gives a total phase noise
component of - 19.82 dBc. We assume that the noise
power is symmetrical and thus the double side band coiiiponent ofthe noise miill be 3 dB greater. -16.82 dB.
To dctcrniinc thc effect of this phase noise component
on tlie signal to n o w ratio m c calculate the thermal noise
present in the system and comparc the t w noise sources
s greater dcgradation. The therto see which c ~ ~ i s ethe
mal noise prcscnt in 1' DECT system using GMSK modulatloll at a blt rate of 1152 Kb IS

-174dBm + 10 LOG(1152 x lo3)= -113.39dBm
Thus with the assumption that thc rcst of the receiver is

implemented to have an overall noise figure was 6 dB,
the noise floor is at approximately -107.4 dBm. The
DECT specification states that a bit error rate of 0.00 I
must be maintained at an input signal strcngth of -83
dBm. An inspection of geiierally available bit error probability cui-ves indicates that a static Eb/c'o of 10 dB is
required for this error rate. Note that since FM niodulation scheme with non-coded symbols is employed, the
EWNo and S/N ratios are equal and can be used iiiterchangeably. Given the powrer level of -83 dBrn we can
determine the signal to noise ratio established by the
combination of the thermal noise and the system noise
figure and compare it to the EWNo requirement. thus
-83 dBm - (-107.4dBm) = 24.4 dB from which it is
sccn that thcrc is a margin of 14.4 dR, considering these
two noise soiirccs.
The effects of the -16.82 dBc integrated phase noise
component on the system's signal to iioise ratio can bc
explained as follows. An input signal presented to a
mixer mixes with the integrated phase noise power. This
niixing in cffect causes the integrated power to be spread
over thc bandwidth of this signal and essentially creates
a new noise floor that is a function ofthe integrated noise
pov;ci- relative to the carrier. In this case the carrier is
thc received signal and not the local oscillator, and the
new iioisc floor is -16.82 db below this carrier.
Again, with the system iniplcinciitcd noise figure of 6
db this leaves approximately 0.8 dB a s a inaigin relative
to the bit error rate curves. Of course, every dB of reduced noise figure in the receiver, albeit difficult to obtain at this point since the target noise figure is already
quite low, will add directly to the margin of the system.
As a n alternate approach to ease tlie task of design, particularly in thc receiver. it would be advantageous to use
a lou.cr noise regulator, having bcttcr filtering, to lower
the pushing effects to additivc phase noise. A further
step would be to invest the design with a VCO having
better mid to high-end phase noise density and better
pushing figure as a means of improving the integrated
phase noise power.

Recipocul Mieying Effects
The effect of the reciprocal mixing process is to sun
thc adjaccnt cliannel power with the noise density present
on the local oscillator at an offset equal to difference in
freyuency between the dcsired and adjaccnt channel,
1.728 MHz in the case of DECT. For example. assume
an ad-jacentchannel po\ver level of-55 dBni (from DECT
spec) and a local oscillator phase noise density of approximately - 1 10 dBc (extrapolated from Figure 23). At
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Receiver Performance, Watkins-Johnson Tech-notes - Vol 8, No. 6
,Watkins-Johnson Inc , 1981
7 Plots and miscellaneous equation solving provided by
Mathematica[’‘’ A System of doing Mathematics by Computcr

11 DEFDBL A, Z
20 NPUT “ENTFR PHASE DETECTOR GAIN CONSTANT
(VOLTS RAD) “, KD
30 PRINT
40 INPUT “ENTFR VCO GAIN CONSTANT (RADIAUS’VOLT)
‘*, KV
50 PRINT
60 INPUT “FNTLR REF FREQ MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
(N)
”, N
70 PRlNT
80 INPUT “ENTER REF F R F Q (HZ)
”, RFQ
90 PRINT
101 INPUT “ENTER DESIRLD LOOP BANDWIDTH
(Ha
“,DLB PRlNT
102 RFM IF DLB RFQ 50 THEN PRINT “LOOP BW OUT
OF RANGb” GOTO I01
110 Wo = 2 * PI DLB
120 INPUT “ENTLR DLSIRFD LOOP PHASF MARGIN (DE
GRLES)
*‘, DPM
121 PRINT
130 WPM = DPM RbM + 57.3 * ATN(DLB V M B ) + (360
DLB * (N - I ) (2 * PI * R F Q * N))
140 T3 = ((I COS(WPM I 57 3)) - TAN(M. PM 57 3)) Wo
150 T2 = 1 (Wo A 2 * T3)
151 TIMAGN = SQR((Wo * T2) 2 + 1)
152 TIMAGD = SQR((Wo * T3) A 2 + I )
160 T1 = (KD % KV) (N (Wo * 2)) * (TIMAGN TIMAGD)
162 CLS
163 PRINT *‘
Filtei nctuork Tiiiie Constants ‘1s Follows *’
PRW T
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7 - PDI’OL 0 NO INVERT, 1 = INVERT
165 PRINT ‘‘
CI
“, PRINT USINCJ (‘L##Y it#####’’).
T I , PRINT .‘
”, “ 01 “, rl , ”I ardds”
;** REGISTER A - A,N DIV
166 PRINT “
TI
“, I’IIINT UCING ( “ H M ####Yi#”)
0 - 7 A COUNTER DIVIDE 0->63
T2 PRTNI ‘* Cec ’‘ 01 .‘. 1 T2, “1b”
8 - 19 N COlJNTER DIVIDE 5->4095
I67 PRINT “
12 “, PRINT USING (“k#X #ll####”)
20 - 2 1 NOT USED (MUST BE 1)
T3, PRlN I ‘* \ec
‘‘ 01 “, 1 T?, ‘ ‘ 1 1 ~ ” 168 PRINT
22 - 23 OUTA SELECT PORT,DOUT,
21 1 PRINI “l-l<bQ”, “MA(, 01 ( i l l ( C ) (DB)”, ‘‘ PHASE MAR
FYFR
CJIN ( V t ( i ) ”
220 bO11 t R b Q 1 T O 100000 STrP (FREQ * 10)
;** IIEGISTFR R - IiLiP DIV
221 w b R F Q * 2 * PI
0 - 12 REF DIVIDE 0 -> 8192
285 TMPl ((KI) * KV) / (N * W A 2 * TI))
13 - IS MODE SELECT CRYSTAL,
286 GI IN SQll((W T2) A 2 + I )
REF MODE, REF W/DlV
287 c r i i r > SQR((W T?) A 2 + I)
2x8 C i l l M = 20 * 41429 * LOG(TVIP1 ‘ (GHN CIHD))
SYSTEM EQUATES
290 C;HP
- 180 + (( ATh(W * T2) - ATN(W
13)) * 57 1)
I<IiB(iL IlQU $50
;TEMP STORAGE FOR R-REGL DATA
292 DNIi TMPl * (GHN / GHD) COS(CrH1’ / 57 3) RF M
RREGI 1 IiQU $5 1
;TEMP STORAGE FOR R-REG11 DATA
R P A I NOlCr DENOM
;TEMP STORAGE FOR C-REG DATA
(’RE(?
IiQIJ $53
294 D N I TMPl * (GHN GHD) * SIN(CJHI’/ 57 3 ) I i I M
AIIE(iL IiQU $54
;TEMP STORAGE FOR A-RECiL DATA
IMACJ NOICC DENOM
;TEMP STORAGE
AREGM IiQlJ $ 5 5
296 D h R I DNR + I
;TEMP STORAGE
AREGI I EQU $56
208 DNMAG = SQR(DNRI A 2 + DNI A 2) RI-M M A C 1 Ot
;TEMP STORAGE
OIJTLP EQU $57
RFAl ANDIMAG
;SPI DATA REG
SPIDT EQU $0C
299 NMAG = 20 43429 * LOG( I / IINMAb)
SPIST EQU $ 0 ~ ;SPI s‘r.xrusRE(;
300 PRINT FREQ.
;SPI CON-rliOL REG
SPICN F,QU $OA
302 PRINT USING (‘W##### ti#‘’), (11 IM,
PTADT EQU $00
;PORl‘A DATA REG
(Jill'
303 PRINT ‘’
PTADD EQU $04
;PORT A DATA DIR KEG
310 FREQ = FRhQ * 10
PTDDD EQU $07
;I’ORT D DATA D I R REG (ENABLES
335 PRINT “NOl5t: M A ( J “, NMACJ
SI’I PIN li0)
340 N t X l l-I<I+Q
350 END
,** PLL REGIS 1 bli INITS
-

‘I

-

’I

+

’

‘I

ORG SX00
ENTRY0 LDA #SAO

Appendix - B
Motorola 58 liC05 Assen1/?1~
Lungtmge
.................................................................

;**

ROUTINE TO LOAD MC145201 KtGISTERS A N D CIIECK
FU1.1, BANDWIDTH
;** I IOP SETTLIhG TIME
;** AVF 4/1 1/94
;** ROUTINE IS WRITTEN TO K U N O N A N hXI l(Y)SCO EVhl
BOARD
;** RUT CAN BE EASILY MOI)IFIf<I) ‘I0
R U N O K ANY EVM
; WITHAN
;** SPI PORT
;** STARTING LOCATION t,OR P(’ SOCOO
;** WHILE RUNNING, Tt IF, LOOP WIL.1. CONTINUALLY
; JUMPFROM
;** DECT CHANNEL 0 TO 9
;

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

;** REGlSTbR

(’

- CONI’I(i RE(; BIT#
0 - OIJTH FUNCTION 0 = 0 1 = HI Z
1 - OLJTA FUNCTION PORT OR PDOU‘I‘
(’IJIlRENT CNTRL
2 - I’I)OIJT (’IJRRP:NT SELECT
3 - I’llOlJT CURRENT SELECT
4 - STANDBY 0 = GO, I = STANDBY
5 - LOCK DETECT ENABLE
h - PD SFI.ECT 0 = VR,VV, 1 = PDOUT

,*x

,SLT RFFOUT= REFIN 2 AND REF
DIV= 12

5TA RRrGH
LDA #$0C
STA RRrGL .R-REG NOW CONblGlJRFD
LDA#X6C
,SELECT NOINV,PDOUT,LDF,NO
STBY,MAXI, IO%,STtPS,BOUT=O
STA CRFG .C-REG NOW CONPICJURFII
LDA K$BO
,SELEC TOIJTA
F~ND1-1024,Al>lV-O
STA AREGH
1 DA #S10
STA AREGM DIV 16*64+l
LDA #I
STA ARtGL , A - l i t <; NOW CONFIGURED
RTS
PORTA & 0 RI+<rlSTFI< INlT

OI<(J $900
,SbT PORTA ALL OUTPUTS
ENTRY I LDA #$It
STA PTAIIL)
STA PTAIII ,MAKI ALL BIT HIGH (ONLY USING
BIT 0 FOR THE ENABLE)
LDA #61IA
, M A K F MOSI AND SCLK OUTPUTS
,\S/ AN INPUT (FOR HCO5C9)
STA I’ I DI)U
RTS
,** SPI R1 Crl5TF R INlT
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ENTRY2 LDA #$51

STA SPIC N
L D 4 SPIST
LDA k00
STA SPlDT
RTS

ORCI $01300
START LDA SPIqT
AND #$X0
BEQ START
LDA #bPE
STA PTADT

,SkT CLK IDLE=LOW,RATF=IC LK/4
DATA SFTUP BEFORE lib
,DONP
,DUMMY STATUS RLAD (C9 LVM
QUARK)
,DUMMY WRITL

,GET CURRENT ?PI STATUS
,SPI BUSY'
,WAIT FOR NOT BUSY

,SET PORTA BIT 0 LOW (FNABLE
TOMC145201)
LDA RRFGH ,GET R-RECJ MSB
STA SPIDT
,WRITE IT
JSR GFTSTAT ,GET SPI TRANSPbR STATUS
LDA RRPGL
STA SPIDT
,WRITb IT
JSIi GFTSTAT
LDA #$FF
STA PTADT ,SET PORTA I3IT 0 I (LOADS R-

,GET OUTER LOOP COUNT
LDA OUTLP
DECA
RNI: DELAY1
RTS
SWHFIiEQ LDA KXUA
;SET LARGFR DIVIDE RATIO
STA AREtiL
RT S
SWLPREQ LDA #I
STA AREGL
RT S
,** SPI 'I IZANSMIT STATUS SUBROUTINE
GETSTAT

.**
MAIN

MAIN1

LDA #$FE
STA PTADT ,SbT PORTA BIT 0 = 0
LDA CREG
STA SPIDT
.WRITI- CRFG
JSR GETSTAT
LDA #SFF
STA PTADT ,SbT PORTA BIT 0 HIGH (LOAD5 C REG)
LDA #$FE
STA PTADT ,<rLT RPADY TO CONPIGUKL ARbCJ
LDA ARbCrl I
STA SPIDT
,WRITT AREG BITS 16-24
JSR GETS PAT
LDA ARFGM
.WRITE AREG BITS 15-8
STA SPIDT
JSIi GF rSTAT
LDA ARtCrL
,AKEG NOW CON~I(JUIIPD(A,N,R
STA SPIIIT
COUNTERS NOW WRITTFN)
ISR (JLTSTAT
LI>A #$FT
STA PTADT ,CLOSE OUT TRANSFPR, WRITE
ALL COUNTFIIS
LDA #$PF
STA PTADT ,LOWER ENABLL LlNP
LDA CRFL
.GO DO CKbG AGAIN
S7A SPlDT
JSli CiETSTAT
LDA #$FF
,NEGATb bNAUULF LINE
S I A SPIDT
TiT S
DELAY LDA #$iF
,OUTER LOOP ('OUYT
DbLAY 1 STA OUTLP
,FREQ JUMP DPLAY LOOP
LDX B$FF
DFLAY2 DFCX
BNF DELAY2

84
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LDA SPIST
AND #$80
;SPI STILL BUSY?
BEQ GETSTAT
:OK TO XMlT ANOTHER BYTE
RTS
ORG $0C00
JSR ENTRY0

;LOAD UP TEMP REG STROAGE
WITH CONFIG VALUES
JSR ENTRY 1
;INIT PORTA
JSR ENTRY2
;INIT SPI
JSR START
;LOAD UP PART
JSR DELAY
;DO DELAY
JSR SWHFREQ ;RECONFIGURE FOR 111GH
FREQ DIV
JSR START
JSR DhLAY
;DO DELAY AGAIN
JSR SWLFlIhQ ;RECONFIGURE FOR LOW
FREQ DIV
JSR START
;LOAD UP PART
JMP MAIN 1
;TOGGLE VCO FREQ
END

